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Since fall 2006: a new, revised edition of Unidroit Principles in
Practice, featuring approximately 120-130 cases. The UNIDROIT
Principles of International Commercial Contacts, published in 1994,
were an entirely new approach to international contract law. Prepared
by a group of eminent experts from around the world as a
“restatement” of international commercial contract law, the Principles
are not a binding instrument but are referred to in many legal
matters. They are widely recognized now as a balanced set of rules
designed for use throughout the world irrespective of the legal
traditions and the economic and political conditions of the countries in
which they are applied.
This thorough and detailed Research Handbook explores the
complexity of governance of sales contracts in the modern world. It
examines many topical aspects of sales law and practice, with
considerable emphasis being placed on the diversity of: commercial
and transactional contexts; in which sales contracts are made and
performed, including digital technologies, long-term contracts and
global supply chains and sources governing such contracts,
particularly those emanating from commercial players, such as
standard form contracts, trade usages and trade terms. Written by
leading experts from an international and comparative perspective,
the Research Handbook is relevant to anyone with an interest in
commercial sales and contract law.
Have you ever been frustrated that arbitration folk aren't more
numerate? The Guide to Damages in International Arbitration is a
desktop reference work for those who'd like greater confidence when
dealing with the numbers. This second edition builds upon last year's
by updating and adding several new chapters on the function and role
of damages experts, the applicable valuation approach, country risk
premium, and damages in gas and electricity arbitrations.This edition
covers all aspects of damages - from the legal principles applicable, to
the main valuation techniques and their mechanics, to industryspecific questions, and topics such as tax and currency. It is designed
to help all participants in the international arbitration community to
discuss damages issues more effectively and communicate them
better to tribunals, with the aim of producing better awards. The book
is split into four parts: Part I - Legal Principles Applicable to the
Award of Damages; Part II - Procedural Issues and the Use of
Damages Experts; Part III - Approaches and Methods for the
Assessment and Quantification of Damages; Part IV - Industry-Specific
Damages Issues
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Legal Guidance for Doing International Business
Contrat modèle ICC de vente internationale
ICC Guide to Export-import
ICC Model Contract on Commercial Agency
Law and Practice
Sole Importer-distributor
This book describes and analyses the rules and provisions of the United Nation Convention on the
International Sale of Goods of 1980 - CISG-. The authors explain the details of the CISG’s text, report
the essence of the scholarly discussions of its issues, and, in particular, present numerous cases decided
by courts and arbitration tribunals both as illustrations of problems arising under the CISG and as case
law interpreting the Convention. The book is mainly intended to be used in teaching, but it can also help
practitioners to understand the structure and basic solutions of sales law issues encoded in the CISG.
If a dispute between commercial parties reaches the stage of arbitration, the cause is usually ambiguous
contract terms. The arbitrator often resolves the dispute by applying trade usages, either to interpret the
ambiguous terms or to determine what the given contract's terms really are. This recourse to trade usages
does not create many problems on the domestic level. However, international arbitrations are far more
complex and confusing. Trade Usages and Implied Terms in the Age of Arbitration provides a clear
explanation of how usages, and more generally the implicit or implied content of international
commercial contracts, are approached by some of the most influential legal systems in the world.
Building on these approaches and taking account of arbitral practice, this book explores possible
conceptual frameworks to help shape the emerging transnational law of trade usage. Part I covers the
treatment and conceptual grounding of usages and implied terms in the positive law of influential
jurisdictions. Part II defines the approach to usages and implied terms adopted in the design and
implementation of important uniform law instruments dealing with international business contracts, as
well as in the practice of international commercial arbitration. Part III concludes the book with an
outline of what the conceptual grounding of trade usages could be in the transnational law of
commercial contracts.
This book presents a comprehensive and systematic study of the principal aspects of the modern law of
international commercial transactions. Based on diverse sources, including legislative texts, case law,
international conventions, and a variety of soft-law instruments, it highlights key topics such as the
international sale of goods, international transport, marine insurance, international finance and
payments, electronic commerce, international commercial arbitration, standard trade terms, and
international harmonization of trade laws. In focusing on the private law aspects of international trade,
the book closely analyzes the relevant statutes, case law and the European Union (EU) and international
uniform law instruments like the Rome I Regulation, the UN Convention on the Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods (CISG), UNCITRAL Model Laws; non-legislative instruments including
restatements such as the UNIDROIT Principles on International Commercial Contracts, and rules of
business practices codified by the ICC such as the Arbitration Rules, UCP 600 and different versions of
the INCOTERMS. The book clearly explains the key concepts and nuances of the subject, offering
incisive and vivid analyses of the major issues and developments. It also traces the evolution of the law
of international trade and explores the connection between the lex mercatoria and the modern law.
Comprehensively examining the issue of international harmonization of trade laws from a variety of
perspectives, it provides a detailed account of the work of major players in the field, including
UNCITRAL, UNIDROIT, ICC, and the Hague Conference on Private International Law (HCCH).
Adopting the comparative law method, this book offers a critical analysis of the laws of two key
jurisdictions—India and England—in the context of export trade. In order to stimulate discussion on law
reform, it explains the similarities and differences not only between laws of the two countries, but also
between the laws of India and England on the one hand, and the uniform law instruments on the other.
Given its breadth of coverage, this book is a valuable reference resource not only for students in the
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fields of law, international trade, and commercial law, but also for researchers, practitioners and
policymakers.
Model International Sale Contract
International Contracting: Law and Practice
Manufactured Goods Intended for Resale
The ICC Model International Franchising Contract
International Commercial Agency, International Distributorship
Drafting and Negotiating International Commercial Contracts
The ICC Model International Sale Contract(manufactured Goods)The ICC Model
International Sale ContractManufactured Goods Intended for ResaleI C C Publishing,
IncorporatedICC Model International Sale Contract : Manufactured Goods Intended for
SaleThe ICC Model International Sale Contract(manufactured Goods).The ICC Model
International Sale Contract(manufactured Goods)ICC Model International Sale
ContractManufactured Goods Intended for ResaleContrat modèle ICC de vente
internationale(produits manufacturés)ICC model international sale contractICC model
contract, international sale(Non-)conformity in the 1980 UN Convention on Contracts for
the International Sale of GoodsA Uniform Concept?Intersentia nv
Drafting an international contract can be a risky business. Yet with the increasing
globalization of markets, these cross-border contracts are becoming a common practice
for most traders, as well as for the lawyers assisting them. At the same time,
international contracts remain a difficult and mysterious subject for business people as
well as their lawyers. In his new book, Drafting and Negotiating International
Commercial Contracts, Professor Fabio Bortolotti, a world-renowned expert on contract
law, clarifies the issues surrounding these contracts and provides solutions to the
thorny problems they raise: choice of the applicable law choice of jurisdiction
international arbitration the use of more international drafting techniques hardship,
force majeure and liquidated damages As an added feature, this volume provides
insights into the basic requirements of a well-drafted contract and analyzes in depth the
negotiating process. It concludes with incisive commentary on the model contracts
developed by the International Chamber of Commerce. Lawyers and other legal
professionals will find in these pages the tools they need to ensure their contracts meet
the requirements of a globalized world.
Drafting International Contracts is an essential resource for anyone working in
international business. It features the latest trends, fostering an understanding of how
international contracts are drafted in practice.
Incoterms 2010
ICC model international sale contract
ICC Model International Sale Contract : Manufactured Goods Intended for Sale
ICC Guide to Incoterms 2010
The ICC Short Form Model Contracts
Comparative Export Trade and International Harmonization

The ICC Guide to Export/Import is all you need in order to
succeed in international markets. This easy-to-understand
introduction to international trade is at the same time a
detailed handbook for the experienced practitioner. Completely
updated, the fourth edition of this much acclaimed volume
contains an extended analysis of new rules and regulations
including ICC¿s Incoterms® 2010, URDG and others as well as
crucial topics like online documentation and e-commerce, customs
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and intellectual property.
With the growing complexity of international trade,
practitioners in commercial law increasingly need access to
scholarly sources and foreign case law. A goal of the United
Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG) has
been the standard of a “global jurisconsultorium,” where judges
and arbitrators would share resources and consult what has been
done in foreign jurisdictions. However, without the prior work
of material-collecting, proper translation into English, and
organization of the resulting abundance of material, compliance
with this goal would be impossible. The Practitioner’s Guide to
the CISG is a direct answer to that need and a decisive step
toward fulfilling that goal. Written by three scholars from six
different countries, the book represents the best analyses of
CISG cases available anywhere. The chapters that follow provide
legal counsel with easy, organized access to key, legal case
abstracts drawn from multiple jurisdictions and valuable,
summary comments on each article of the CISG.
The 1980 UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale
of Goods (CISG) unifies the law governing the rights and
obligations arising from a contract for the international sale
of goods for the seller and the buyer. The CISG entered into
force on 1 January 1988. The current number of 62 contracting
States, representing two thirds of the world trade, shows the
relevance of this Convention. Moreover, the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has published a model for an
international sales contract that presupposes the application of
the Convention. Since no supranational court exists to safeguard
a uniform interpretation of its provisions, the case law from
different states on the basis of the CISG needs to be compared.
One of the main obligations for the seller under the Convention
is to deliver goods which are in conformity with the contract
(art. 35 CISG). With respect to this particular obligation, a
number of questions have arisen. For example, do the goods
delivered need to comply with any public law requirements in the
country where the goods will be used? When and how does a buyer
have to give notice to the seller of any lack of conformity? Is
any fault on the part of the seller required for a buyer to be
able to rely on this provision? Who bears the burden of proof?
Can a buyer rely on any concurrent claims based on national law,
alongside his claim based on lack of conformity? This book
contains an analysis of the case law that has been established
on the basis of the CISG concerning the aforementioned
questions. Special attention has been paid to court decisions in
Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands and
Switzerland, as well as to arbitral awards by the ICC Court of
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Arbitration. In this respect, the role of the UNIDROIT
Principles of International Commercial Contracts in the
interpretation of the CISG has also been analysed. The book
provides a unique combination, because it contains both an
analysis of the issue of (non-)conformity as such and an
overview of the recent case law on this topic, as well as
recommendations for international commercial practice.
Therefore, this book will be of interest to both academics and
legal practitioners.
Guide to Damages in International Arbitration
International Sales Law
Practitioner's Guide to the CISG
International Transactions in Goods
ICC Model Mergers & Acquisitions Contract

Resource added for the Supply Chain Management program 101821.
This authoritative collection presents carefully selected scholarly articles that describe and
examine the principles of international sales law, as set forth in the United Nations Convention
on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG). These seminal pieces reflect various
viewpoints of authors from different countries and legal systems, and offer a range of distinct
methodological approaches to legal analysis. Together with an original introduction by the
editors, these volumes provide the reader with both an international and an interdisciplinary
perspective on the CISG and its application.
International Transactions in Goods: Global Sales in Comparative Context explains the
complex transactional structures common in international sales, from both an international and
a domestic legal perspective. In a straightforward, accessible style, this course book sets out
typical business models and commercial practices, including sample legal and commercial
documents, and outlining the laws that govern them. Closely attuned to practice, this course
book covers transactions on a commercial scale and gives full treatment not only to legal
topics, but also payment, security, carriage, and insurance, addressing both traditional topics
such as letters of credit, bills of lading, and the Incoterms, as well as modern practices like
electronic funds transfers, and waybills. Martin Davies and David V. Snyder emphasize the
strategic questions that lawyers and businesses face when negotiating and documenting
deals, and when litigating transactions that have gone awry. As many of the strategies revolve
around choice of governing law, the book treats not only international law, particularly the UN
Convention on the International Sales of Goods (CISG), but also exemplary domestic laws
from both common law and civil law jurisdictions, including the US Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC), English law, French law, and German law. This book is designed to be accessible to
students and readers of all levels, whether from common law or civil law backgrounds, by
providing basic explanations of fundamental theories and attitudes in international law,
common law, civil law, and international business. The format includes the methods of different
traditions, with extensive text familiar to civil law readers, case excerpts familiar to common law
readers, and a large array of problems-based on real cases and transactions-to demonstrate
the concepts and to practice and evaluate what has been learned. The book also tackles
current ethical and moral issues in international transactions, particularly the relation of law and
contracting to environmental protection, workers' rights, and similar matters.
ICC Rules for the Use of Domestic and International Trade Terms : Entry Into Force 1 January
2011
Trade Usages and Implied Terms in the Age of Arbitration
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Research Handbook on International and Comparative Sale of Goods Law
UN Law on International Sales
Force Majeure and Hardship Under General Contract Principles
I-Share Purchase Agreement

This book contains the main international commercial contracts that small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) will need in their trade transactions. All contracts are harmonized in
structure as well as in content through the insertion in each of identical boilerplate or
recurring clauses. Each Model Contract indicates the basic elements that a non-specialist
should fill in or should consider when entering into an agreement. The nine model forms and
the boilerplate clauses were selected on the basis of a worldwide survey of representative
institutions of SMEs. The Model Contracts will be supplemented in due course with training
material developed ITC.
This comprehensive Research Handbook examines the continuum between private ordering
and state regulation in the lex mercatoria, highlighting constancy and change in this dynamic
and evolving system in order to offer an in-depth discussion of international commercial
contract law. International scholars from a range of jurisdictions and legal cultures across
Africa, North America and Europe, dissect a plethora of contract types, including sale,
insurance, shipping, credit, negotiable instruments and agency against the backdrop of key
legal regimes commonly chosen in international agreements.
For well over a decade this prized guide has served practitioners handling the legal
ramifications of international contracting projects. The fourth revised and expanded edition
thoroughly describes the new and ever-changing concepts and procedures that continue to
redefine the researching, drafting, and execution of international contracts. More profoundly,
it takes fully into account the hugely increasing volume of international trade and its ongoing
expansion into more and more countries worldwide, and the concomitant need for
businesspersons and transactional lawyers to be aware of the numerous recent international
conventions and supranational responses to facilitate trade. All the invaluable features of
earlier editions are of course still here, including analysis of key contract issues unique to
various types of contracting, common contract clauses (such as choice of law and dispute
resolution clauses), contract checklists, insights gleaned from actual cases and arbitral
proceedings, and clear explanation of the principles of good contract drafting. The major
relevant international conventions, model laws, pertinent national laws, legal guides, and
other documents and instruments are all covered, with primary texts provided in appendices.
Among the numerous issues and topics that arise are the following: • incorporation of
standard terms; • difficulties of multiple language contracts; • lex mercatoria; • liability
based upon preliminary agreements; • issues of termination; • regulation of Internet sales; •
role of model or uniform laws; • sale of services; • national law restrictions on the crossborder sale of services; • intellectual property transfer and licensing agreements; •
franchising and joint ventures; • electronic contracting; and • confidentiality, nondisclosure
agreements, and covenants not to compete. More than merely an accessible reference that can
be used as a framework tool in the negotiating and drafting of international contracts, this
volume offers expert insights regarding the reasonableness of many contract clauses and the
likelihood of their enforcement in a foreign jurisdiction. Because knowledge of the nuances
of international transactional law cannot be overstated, this book is not only valuable but
necessary. An adroit combination of contract theory and contract practice, the book continues
to provide guidance to the law practitioner and student alike.
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Modern Law of International Trade
(manufactured Goods).
Model Contracts for Small Firms
ICC Model International Trademark Licence
(Non-)conformity in the 1980 UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods
The UNIDROIT Principles in Practice

Regularly incorporated into sales contracts worldwide, Incoterms defines in a set of three-letter trade
terms, the risks and responsibilities of buyers and sellers in an international sales contract. Used by
large and small businesses alike, Incoterms are applied to the sales of billions of dollars of goods each
year and provide businesses with the confidence and certainty to operate in unfamiliar markets and
legal jurisdictions. The new Incoterms 2010 rules, entering into force on 1 January 2011, incorporate a
number of changes to keep pace with the development of international trade. Containing revised
definitions and interpretation of rules to provide greater clarity and precision.
Lawyers involved in international commercial transactions know well that unforeseen events affecting
the performance of a party often arise. Not surprisingly, exemptions for non-performance are dealt with
in a significant number of arbitral awards. This very useful book thoroughly analyzes contemporary
approaches, particularly as manifested in case law, to the scope and content of the principles of
exemption for non-performance which are commonly referred to as 'force majeure' and 'hardship.' The
author shows that the 'general principles of law' approach addresses this concern most effectively.
Generally accepted and understood by the business world at large, this approach encompasses
principles of international commercial contracts derived from a variety of legal systems. It's most
important 'restatements' are found in the 1980 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods (CISG) and the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial
Contracts (UPICC). Establishing specific standards and "case groups" for the exemptions under review,
the analysis treats such recurring elements as the following: contractual risk allocations;
unforeseeability of an impediment; impediments beyond the typical sphere of risk and control of the
obligor; responsibility for third parties (subcontractors, suppliers); legal impediments (acts of public
authority) and effect of mandatory rules; involvement of states or state enterprises; interpretation of
force majeure and hardship clauses; hardship threshold test; frustration of purpose; irreconcilable
differences; comparison with exemptions under domestic legal systems (impossibility of performance,
frustration of contract, impracticability) The book is a major contribution to the development of the use
of general principles of law in international commercial arbitration. It may be used as a comprehensive
commentary on the force majeure and hardship provisions of the UPICC, as well as on Art. 79 of the
CISG. In addition, as an insightful investigation into the fundamental question of the limits of the
principle of sanctity of contracts, this book is sure to capture the attention of business lawyers and
interested academics everywhere.
International Trade Law offers a comprehensive and informed analysis of the complexities of an
international sale transaction through case law, policy documents, legislation, international conventions
and rules adopted by international organisations such as the ICC. Focusing on international sales of
goods and the various relations that arise as a result of sale contract, this book considers and discusses:
- standard trade terms, major conventions and principles - issues relating to E-Commerce international transportation of cargo - insurance and payment mechanisms - dispute resolution
Accessible to students encountering this often challenging area of the law for the first time, International
Trade Law clarifies a range of topics through tables and diagrams, and directs the reader to relevant
further reading, online resources, and journal articles throughout.
The UN Convention on the International Sale of Goods
Global Sales in Comparative Context
The ICC Model Distributorship Contract
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Understanding and Practical Use
The ICC Model International Sale Contract
Caselaw and Bibliography on the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, 2nd Ed

In 'Trade Usages and Implied Terms in the Age of Arbitration',
Fabien Gélinas, along with a distinguished group of leaders from
the international community, provide a clear explanation of how
usages, and more generally the implicit or implied content of
international commercial contracts, are approached by some of
the most influential legal systems in the world.
(produits manufacturés)
ICC model contract, international sale
International Trade Law
Exemption for Non-performance in International Arbitration
ICC Model Turnkey Contract for Major Projects
Global Standards for International Trade
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